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About Sahara Group
Sahara Group is a leading privately owned Power, Energy, Gas and Infrastructure Conglomerate established in 1996 with operating companies active in the downstream, midstream, upstream, infrastructure and power sectors. Sahara has presence in
different locations including Africa, Asia, Europe and South America.

The Group's strategy is to replicate its successes in Oil and Gas sector in the Energy & Infrastructure sector. To achieve this,
Sahara has set out a roadmap for investing in people, processes, strategic acquisitions, principal investments and continuous
expansion within, initially, the West African energy & infrastructure space, and then globally.

Message from the Executive Director
Our roadmap to becoming the sole provider of choice wherever energy is consumed has fueled our commitment to ensure
the progress of the various locations where we operate. The Corporate Social Responsibility journey at Sahara Group is
aimed at attaining the goal of sustainable development through continuous measurement and disclosure of the impact of
our activities and accountability to internal and external stakeholders for organizational performance and social progress.
For us at Sahara, Personal and Social Corporate Responsibility (PCSR) is embedded in our everyday life. We constantly promote and engage in activities that build sustainable business excellence in partnership with our communities, civil societies
and the government in the areas of health, education, environment and sustainable community development.
In this report, we have summarized the achievements recorded in 2015 under our four main areas of focus in the implementation of our PCSR mandate. It is obvious that no individual or corporate organization can solve societal problems
alone, therefore, we continuously count on your support as we collectively march towards social reconstruction.
Tonye Cole
Executive Director; Sahara Group

Message from the Managing Director
While we are proud of the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects that have been implemented since the beginning
of the Millennium, we are even more excited about the journey ahead of us. Our mission to ‘promote the wellbeing of the
society and touch lives through sustainable partnerships’ remains extremely relevant and underscores the validity of our
vision to make Personal and Corporate Social Responsibility (PCSR) a way of life in all we do.
In December 2013, the Sahara Foundation was officially launched in Nigeria, Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire and since then, a
number of projects were successfully executed in these regions. The details of the projects are highlighted in this report.
I will like to thank all the funding companies, implementing partners and staff who gave up their time as volunteers. You
have demonstrated that you believe in the Foundation’s vision and objectives and have helped to make them a reality. Without your support, our journey would not have been this successful.
As we start another year, we remain committed to the cause and will continue to impact lives in positive and sustainable
ways and count on your support to make 2015 a fantastic year!
Anthony Youdeowei
Managing Director; Sahara Group

Message from the Foundation Manager
At Sahara Foundation, our commitment is to promote activities that create positive business footprints through sustainable partnerships in the areas of health, education, environment and sustainable community development.
The level of success achieved so far can only be attributed to the collective effort of the Management, the various Sahara
Group companies, staff and the various implementation partners whose service of sacrifice and generosity remain invaluable and serve as an inspiration to those who benefit from the activities of the Foundation.
As we work towards attaining our world class status, the stakes are even higher. We however believe in the goodwill of
our supporters to realize this dream. This is a challenge my team and I are proud to take on.
Babatomiwa Adesida
Manager, Sahara Foundation

ABOUT SAHARA FOUNDATION

About Sahara Foundation
….In 2015, Sahara Foundation impacted over
50,000 direct beneficiaries through its various
projects and programmes...
Mission:
Sahara Foundation is committed to activities that ensure
positive business footprints, promotes the well-being of
the society and touches lives through sustainable partnerships with our communities.

Vision:
To make Personal and Corporate Social Responsibility
(PCSR) a way of life embedded in all we do.
Mantra:


Promoting positive business footprints through sustainable partnerships.

Objectives:


To promote access to quality Healthcare



To create avenues that promote conducive learning



To empower youth to self reliance



To provide a platform for emerging talents



To promote the use of alternative sources of energy



To provide basic social amenities to enhance the wellbeing of our host communities

Focus Areas:
From the diverse areas of intervention available, we have
selected our areas of focus. They are1.

Health

2. Education & Capacity Building
3. Environment
4. Sustainable Community Development

Partner Selection
ABOUTProject
SAHARAand
FOUNDATION
Structure
Project and Partner Selection

Sahara Foundation partners with private and public organizations to
implement sustainable and impactful projects. The Foundation remains steadfast in ensuring that the mode of partner selection and

Project Monitoring and Evaluation
The Foundation places emphasis on Monitoring and Evaluating
(M&E) of all ongoing and concluded projects. The M&E unit plays a
major role in the efficient and effective execution of projects. This
enables the Foundation monitor, track and evaluate all its personal
and corporate social investments.

project approval remains transparent, effective and efficient while
promoting its mission and objectives. To achieve this, pre-approved
guidelines are strictly followed in the selection of projects and part-

Benefits realized from the Foundations M&E exercises include:

ners.



Determining the impact of the project on beneficiaries



Provision of justification for funding the next phase of the pro-

Pre-requisites for Project Selection



Must be in line with the Foundations key focus areas.



Evidence of baseline studies or assessment including infor-



Can be replicated in all our host communities .



Must not be for profit, i.e. have no commercial intentions but
be purely for PCSR objectives.



Must be sustainable for a foreseeable future.



Must have a broad community impact, both direct and indirect.



Must be of value to the target beneficiaries.



Must create room for staff engagement i.e. members of staff
can volunteer.

Partner Selection Criteria
Must be an incorporated entity and must have been in operation for at least 3 years.



Must have a proven record of successfully implementing projects.



Must demonstrate technical expertise in the focus area of the
project.



Must show evidence of adequate manpower and a reputable
Board and management profile.



Must have a functional financial system and up to date audited
financial statements.





Addition to the retention and development of the Foundation’s
memory.

mation that supports a need for the project.



ject

Must have adequate geographical presence in relation to the
roll out plan of the proposed project.

2015 in figures...
Number of Projects across various Locations
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PCSR Impact Summary
IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT

•Engaged 15 Implementing Partners




PROJECT LOCATIONS
•Lagos •Abuja •Ibadan •Cote d’
Ivoire •Ghana •Port Harcourt

144 staff volunteers from our
various locations
A total of 1500+ staff volunteer hours

I
N

BENEFICIARIES
•50,000 direct beneficiaries

Project distribution across Focus Areas.
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Our Education Programmes are aimed at creating an avenue that
promotes constructive learning, empowerment of youth to selfreliance and a platform for emerging talent.

N

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
Programme Overview
The programme was designed to
help bridge the gap and better
equip students with requisite
knowledge for a successful career
life.
Key Accomplishments
•Trained 30 teachers on the fundamentals of Guidance and Counselling.
•5 Sahara volunteers and 4 external
speakers facilitated various sessions;
•218 students participated in the
various sessions
•8 Career options and 1 Life skills
session;

CAREER COUNSELING PROGRAMME

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME AT IBAFON PRIMARY

E
D
U
Programme Overview
Ten (10) beneficiaries from Ibafon Primary
School received full scholarships to support
their complete education, feeding, health
and all round psycho-social support for one
year.
Key Accomplishments

PERIMETER FENCE FOR ADIAKE SCHOOL,
COTE D’IVOIRE
Programme Overview
As part of our contribution to the education
sector in Cote d’Ivoire, Sahara Energy funded
the construction of a perimeter fence for Adiake Primary School. The school which was
built over 60 years ago has been without a
fence
Key Accomplishments



Protection of students from kidnappers
and child predators




Improved safety of lives and property
Reduced theft and vandalism



Improved health, feeding & all round
psycho social status of 10 beneficiaries



Improvement in academic performance of beneficiaries



Reduced financial burden on the parents and guardians of beneficiaries



Improvement in academic performance of other students who aspire to
benefit from the scholarship scheme

C
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
ENTREPRENEURSHIP COMPETITION FOR TERTIARY
INSTITUTION STUDENTS

E

Programme Overview
Sahara partnered with ENACTUS Nigeria to
inspire students of higher institutions across
the country to initiate ideas and sustainable
business solutions with passion and innovation.

D

Key Accomplishments
 Students from 28 institutions participated
in the programme.

U

 The winning team Kaduna Polytechnic was
in South Africa to present the idea to a
global audience.

C

WATER, SANITATION & HYGIENE (WASH) PROGRAMME

A
Programme Overview
Programme designed to encourage sanitation and proper hygiene among primary
school pupils

T

Key Accomplishments

I




Donation of a water system.



Over 10,000 people from the community now have access to clean and
potable water

Improved access to clean and potable
water for the pupils of Ibafon Primary
School.

O
N

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
DONATION OF LIBRARY TO UMC PRIMARY SCHOOL, IBADAN

E

Programme Overview
To promote literacy and early childhood
development.

D

Key Accomplishments
 Donated a fully equipped 50– seater
library to UMC Primary School
 Over 2000 students now have access
to a fully functional library.
 Availability of vocabulary enhancing
books.

U
C
A
T

DONATION OF HOME ECONOMICS LABORATORY AT
OSHODI VOCATIONAL CENTER

Programme Overview
Upgrade of the dilapidated food
and nutrition laboratory
in
Oshodi Vocational Center with
modern catering appliances.
Key Accomplishments
 Over 2000 youths in Oshodi
community now have access to
a modern cooking laboratory.
 Opportunity to acquire vocational training alongside basic
education

I
O
N

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
UPGRADE OF YOUTH FRIENDLY CENTER IN IBADAN

Programme Overview

E
D

Key Accomplishments
The beneficiaries now have
better access to resource materials and a dedicated counselor to
support them with leadership
and life skills



YOUTH DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMME

Programme Overview
As part of our effort towards empowering Nigerian youth to self-reliance, Sahara Foundation partnered with LEAP Africa (a leadership development and youth
empowerment non- profit organization)
to implement the Youth Development
Training Programme (YDTP) across five
secondary Schools in Lagos.

U
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Key Accomplishments



Equipped 300 youth between 14 –
18 years with the leadership and life
skills required to cope with life’s
challenges

N

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
DONATION OF BLOCK OF CLASSROOMS AT MANHEAN SENIOR SCHOOL, GHANA

E
Programme Overview
Refurbishment of a block of 6 classrooms
at Manhean Senior Technical School, Tema, Ghana.

Key Accomplishments
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
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Our health programmes are aimed at providing access to quality
healthcare.

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE..
DONATION OF SICK BAYS TO TWO SCHOOLS IN LAGOS
STATE

Programme Overview
To provide access to quality healthcare
by refurbishing the dilapidated Primary
Health Center in Ibafon.
Key Accomplishments



Over 10,000 residents of Ibafon &
Ijora communities now have access
to improved health care.



Improved hygiene and sanitation
within the Health Center.



Provision of Medical Supplies to
pregnant & nursing mothers within
Ijora and Ibafon Communities

HEALTH SCREENING FOR STAFF OF SAHARA

Programme Overview
To ascertain staff fitness levels and
promote healthy living for staff.
Key Accomplishments


352 staff members had detailed
health examinations carried out and
were given feedback on their health
status.



A healthy and productive staff which
guarantees better production.

H
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
PROVISION OF POTABLE WATER IN NIGERIA AND
GHANA
Programme Overview
To provide clean water sources to rural
areas that are prone to water borne
diseases.

Key Accomplishments

Programme Overview
To carry out free eye care treatment for
economically disadvantaged people in
rural communities in Nigeria.
Key Accomplishments



Cataract surgeries were conducted in
rural communities across Nigeria,
Ghana and Cote d’ Ivoire.



Over two thousand people were
screened and three hundred surgeries were carried out.



Increased awareness on how to prevent blindness



Improved access to clean water
supply through multiplication of
water systems by community
scheme



Reduction in the rate of buruli ulcer
disease





Eradication of guinea worm disease

H

Hand pump boreholes in 8 locations
Mechanized water systems in 4
locations

EYE CARE SURGERIES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES

E
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTER UPGRADES (IJORA & IBAFON)

Programme Overview
To provide access to quality healthcare
by refurbishing the dilapidated Primary
Health Centers.
Key Accomplishments

Programme Overview
To enlighten the general public about
cancer, detect it at the early stage and
promote long-term survival rates.
Key Accomplishments



Two Communities (Onne & Ogu)
benefitted from the awareness and
screening programme



A total of 300 women were
screened and 30 cases of cancer
were treated during the 3- day programme.



Over 15,000 residents of Ibafon &
Ijora Communities now have access
to improved health care.



Provision of Medical Supplies to
pregnant & nursing mothers within
Ijora and Ibafon Communities



Improved education on personal
hygiene, health and safety.

CANCER AWARENESS & SCREENING PROGRAMME,
ONNE, RIVERS STATE

H
E
A
L
T
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE INITIATIVE

Programme Overview
This intervention was aimed at supporting indigenes of Iba Oloja Community (a riverine community in Lagos State)
by providing appropriate health education, screening for infectious diseases
and make relevant referrals to appropriate health service providers.
Key Accomplishments



Over 1,000 residents of Iba Oloja
now have access to improved
health care.



Provision of medical supplies to
pregnant & nursing mothers
through the refurbished health center within the community.

SUPPORT FOR FR PERSONS LIVING WITH DISABILITIES

Programme Overview
As part of our obligation to the society, a
programme aimed at providing support
and encouragement to persons living
with disabilities took place in partnership
with Cedar Seed Foundation.
Key Accomplishments



One hundred beneficiaries were
provided with scholarships and
mobility aids such as wheelchairs,
elbow crutches, guide canes,
hearing aids, walking sticks and
sunglasses.



Created more awareness on
developmental disability towards
creating an inclusive society for
persons living with disabilities.
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
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Providing basic social amenities to enhance the well being of our
host communities

D
E
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
PROVISION OF POTABLE WATER ACROSS NIGERIA AND
GHANA
Programme Overview
In an attempt to promote clean water
sources and encourage good sanitation,
Sahara Foundation is committed to the
donation of boreholes in areas of need.
Key Accomplishments

REFURBISHMENT OF IPONRI DIVISIONAL POLICE HEAD
QUARTERS

Programme Overview
Sahara Foundation is committed to
driving
sustainable
community
development in and around its environs
and has once again achieved this through
the construction of a multipurpose hall
at Iponri Divisional Police Head Quarters.

Key Accomplishments



Improved working conditions for
men of the Nigerian Police.



Improved access to clean water
supply through multiplication of
water systems by community
scheme



Reduction in the rate of buruli ulcer
disease





Eradication of guinea worm disease
Hand pump boreholes in 8 locations
Mechanized water systems in 4
locations
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2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
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We are committed to reducing the impacts of our activities on the environment while
also promoting campaigns and initiatives that will create a sense of responsibility towards the protection of our planet earth.

2015 IN PERSPECTIVE...
DONATION OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY TOILETS IN
AKODO PRIMARY SCHOOL, LAGOS

Programme Overview
Sahara Foundation donated 6 units of
environmentally friendly toilets to Akodo
Primary School.
The toilet design allows communities to
save energy by utilizing natural light. The
toilets have been specifically built to
collect rainwater as the major source of
water supply with each toilet also connected to a hand pump borehole to act
as an alternative during dry season.
Key Accomplishments

ENVIRONMENT AWARENESS PROGRAMME, IJORA- LAGOS
Programme Overview
To improve sanitary conditions within our host
Ijora Community by engaging our volunteer
staff members in an environmental sanitation
exercise (and donation of sanitary equipment
to the Community Development Association for
future use).
Key Accomplishments



Over 5000 residents of the Community
now have access to clean, portable water
supply



29 tonnes of refuse collected and disposed from the Community



Improved bonding and team work among
Sahara volunteers and beneficiaries.



Improved hygiene and sanitation within
the Health Center and the Community due
to availability of water supply, as well as
the sanitation and sensitization exercise.



Donation of block of 6– Cubicle
block of self– sufficient toilets.



Reduction in the rate of open defecation.



Increase in personal hygiene rate
among the pupils and staff of Akodo
Primary School.
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2015 AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS..
Local Government Education Authority, Oshodi/ Isolo LGA (2015)
Recognized for selfless and humane contributions to the Community Vocational Centre Oshodi and humanity at large.

Down Syndrome Recognition Award (2015)
For the excellent contribution to wards the upliftment of people with Down
Syndrome in Nigeria.

A
W
A
R
D

Building Bridges Project 2015
Recognized for contributing to the success of the Building Bridges Project 2015

THE SERAs NIGERIA CSR AWARDS 2015
Recognized and honoured as the ’Best Company in Partnership for Development’

S

&

R
Recognition by Lagos State Government
Recognized as a partner driving growth of education through sustainable and
impactful projects.

Annual Investment Meeting– AIM 2015AIM
Recognized and honoured in Dubai at the Annual Investment Meeting (AIM) for
its contributions to youth empowerment.

E
C
O
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Great Place to Work Award 2015
Recognized for efforts at making the world a better place through the Best
Practice Award for delivering excellence in Corporate Social Responsibility.

I
O
N
S

SAHARA FOUNDATION PARTNERS WITH THE UNITED
NATIONS

In 2015, Sahara was inducted into the Private Sector Advisory Board of the Sustainable Development Goals Fund
(SDG-F) in recognition of its contribution to activities that promote inclusive economic growth for poverty eradication, food security and access to potable water.
The Sustainable Development Goal- Fund (SDG-F) is a successor of the Millennium Development Goal Fund (MDGF) set up by the United Nation to operate in collaboration with the private sector to achieve the desired global
change, focusing on three sectorial areas which are: inclusive economic growth for poverty eradication, food security and nutrition, and water and sanitation.
The Private Sector Advisory Group would provide the SDG-F Secretariat with guidance and strategic support to
achieve better development results in coordination with the private sector. The SDG-F is a development cooperation mechanism created in 2014 by UNDP, on behalf of the United Nations system, with an initial contribution of
the Government of Spain to support sustainable development activities through integrated and multidimensional
joint programmes.
The Board is expected to among others, help shape the SDG-F’s activities on capacity building, dialogue, research
and Knowledge Sharing, Resources and infrastructure as well as advocacy and awareness raising.
Plans are also in place to implement sustainable projects in partnership with the United Nations in Northern Nigeria.
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FEEDBACK FROM OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERS...

‘The Health Screening for staff was such an amazing programme and I am particularly happy all the staff at the Onne depot benefitted from it’.
‘Kunle Onadeko, SBSFL, Onne

The Health Programme covered aspects that I never thought would have been
done. This is the most comprehensive health screening programme ever and I
am happy that I participated.
Jumoke Ajayi, Asharami Energy

‘The health examination exercise was a successful one.
Sampling option commended the exercise and every Benin staff is happy’
James Akpeji, SEFL, Benin

It is always a pleasure giving back. Sahara Foundation makes charity fun.
Ehimai Louis-Domeih , SGL

CELEBRATING OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERS...

One of the core philosophies of Sahara Foundation is the involvement of staff members in the implementation of Personal and Corporate Social Responsibility (PCSR) initiatives. This is to further
affirm the significance of ‘Personal’ in the PCSR mandate. In 2015,
members of staff have committed over 1500 professional hours
through volunteering to the activities of Sahara Foundation which
is a milestone worth celebrating. This exceptional support, commitment and dedication led to the delivery of life changing projects in
various countries where Sahara operates.

CELEBRATING OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERS...

CELEBRATING OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERS...

CELEBRATING OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERS...

Appreciation

Implementing Partners


Irede Foundation



Light First Foundation Cote d’ Ivoire



Biire Maternal & Health Foundation



Kasher Consulting



Carter Centre Nigeria



Food Basket Foundation International



Unite for Sight Nigeria



Empowerment Support Initiative (ESI)



Cedar Seed Foundation



ENACTUS Nigeria



Down Syndrome Foundation of Nigeria





Water in Africa Through Everyday Responsiveness
(W.A.T.E.R),

Exquisite Magazine Against Cancer (EMAC)





English Speaking Cancer Association (esca) Geneva

C.A.R.E Singapore



Ghana Health Service

SAHARA FOUNDATION
7 Oluwa Road,
Ikoyi, Lagos
Tel: +234 1 279 3800/ 3804
Email: sahara.foundation@sahara-group.com
www.sahara-group.com

Activity Report is published annually and available on our website
www.sahara-group.com/corporate_responsibility.html
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